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Q&A: Michael Ball talks Tactical Investing

Michael Ball is Lead Portfolio Manager at Weatherstone Capital Management in Denver, Colorado. He has
over 22 years of experience helping people to manage their investment portfolios. We sat down with him to pick
his brain on tactical investing, the uncertainties facing today's investor, and ways to mitigate the risks posed by
global developments. 

Kapitall Wire:  Thanks for taking the time to talk with us, Michael. To start off, could you give us a brief
overview of what Tactical Investing entails? 

Michael Ball: Sure. The tactical approach begins with thorough research. It's important to look at the market as
a whole and assess the overall risk to your portfolio, often this review includes using various measures of risk
that have been useful historically. Often, fluctuations in stock prices and asset classes are not correlated to the
fundamentals of the individual stocks, but to macro-economic and other factors that affect the whole investing
climate.

These factors tend to fall into important categories such as secular cycles, valuation, sentiment, momentum and
interest rate trends. Developing historical profiles, and understanding the way these patterns have unfolded in
the past allows us to make informed decisions today. At points when risk-taking has historically been rewarded,
we overweight asset classes that have done well in similar situations.

At points where risk-taking has not historically been rewarded, we avoid risky sectors and asset classes and seek
out safe havens. Unlike many asset managers, we like to retain the option of going 100 percent cash when
conditions merit. That's an extreme example, but historically we've seen extreme market fluctuations, and it's
important to keep your options open.

In addition to historical profiles, one has to consider the lifecycle of the investor. For example, if you're in your
20s and accumulating capital, the bear markets are unlikely to be a major concern. By the time you're in
your 50s or 60s, on the other hand, volatility has a greater impact on achieving your goals and taking the wrong
approach to portfolio management can result in close to half of your portfolio disappearing in a severe market
decline. 

KW: Given that perspective, what asset classes do you favor in the current investing climate?

MB: Right now our highest weighting is in healthcare. When we look at the level of assets in that sector
compared to historic levels, the valuations seems pretty reasonable. It's definitely outperforming the rest of the
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market, but not in a way that makes us suspect a bubble, at least not yet.

Just because the sector isn't overowned, though, it doesn't mean there isn't some uncertainty. The repeated
legal and political challenges to the Affordable Care Act come to mind. A level of uncertainty is unavoidable,
but it's important to be attuned to changes in the market and adjust as needed.

We also like the technology sector. We give it a lower weighting than healthcare, but appreciate that it's not as
cyclical as other assets. Recession or not, people are past the point where they're going to stop using
cellphones or laptops. Those devices are integrated into the way we live now.

The risk in technology is that the strong dollar could negatively impact the sector's performance, since US firms
currently dominate the space and they are highly dependent on exports. We don't currently consider that a
huge concern, however.

Finally, we're partial to sectors that have limited exposure to economic surprises. Utilities and consumer staples
aren't generally subject to huge swings, because even more than gadgets in the technology sector, people
consume these products basically no matter what economic conditions are like.

KW: Those are great suggestions, but what about the risks you're hinting at? What are your majors concerns in
terms of the market at this time?

MB: Europe is a big concern right now. The last two press conferences Mario Draghi (President of the European
Central Bank—ECB) held have caused the markets to react very poorly. Markets could lose faith in the ECB's
ability to stop deflation, and a recession combined with deflation could be hugely detrimental. That's a
situation we haven't seen in the US in decades.

KW: How about Japan?

MB: Unfortunately, investors are largely used to Japan's economic troubles by now. The question is not whether
we're going to see recession and deflation there, it's whether Abe's reforms will be able to pull the economy
out of that situation.

KW: So in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, would you say that the US recovery looks pretty good?

MB: Yes, but only comparatively. If you look at normalized P/E ratios for the US versus the rest of the world,
you see that the MSCI USA Index is trading at about 23 times earnings, while that number for the World Index
(excluding the USA) is 17, and for Emerging Markets it's 13. These are the among the largest spreads we've
seen in 40 years.

Simply put, even though foreign valuations are cheaper, we don't find foreign equities very attractive right now.
Eventually this disparity will probably resolve itself, and we think that foreign equities could move closer to US
valuations (rather than US valuations falling to match those of foreign equities) if global economic growth can
accelerate and interest rates remain low. But we may have to wait a while. Especially in light of the stronger
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dollar, I think a lot of investors are asking themselves, "why be international?"

KW: Could you elaborate a bit on the level of valuation we see in the domestic market right now?

MB: Right now US equities are pretty expensive. There are reasons to think it might be difficult to maintain
these valuations without seeing significantly stronger economic fundamentals. In the past 80 years, the
market's only ever gone 4,025 days without a 20% correction. In that case the correction came in December
1961. The second-longest run was 2,367 days, which ended with a correction in January 2000. During both of
those periods, we were seeing GDP growth of 5½ to 6 percent.

Right now we're edging up on 1,500 days without a 20 percent correction—the third-longest run since 1929—
but the economy isn't experiencing anything like those levels of growth. So we have to ask ourselves whether
these valuations are sustainable. Either the economy catches up and earnings catch up to valuations, or the
market slows down. Regression to the mean is an iron law.

Another metric I like to use when assessing market valuations is what's called the Buffett Indicator, the ratio of
corporate equities to GDP. When we were at the height of the dot-com bubble in 2000, that ratio stood at 153
percent. Starting your measurement from 1950, you get a mean of 68.4 percent. So when the dot-com bubble
burst, we were well above two standard deviations from that mean.  

In July 2014, the Buffett Indicator stood at 124.7 percent. 

KW: Is that a hint that me might be seeing another bubble?

MB: Well, those spikes in the Buffet Indicator, the kind we saw in 2000, 2007 and today, are driven by large-
caps. So that measurement alone doesn't necessarily provide the whole picture. But the median S&P 500 stock
in terms of market capitalization is more highly valued today than it was in 2000 or 2007. 

We can also look at the "Stall Speed," the percent change in trailing four-quarter real GDP. Whenever that
measurement dips below 2.0 percent, a recession follows. This holds true for the last 65 years, with the
exception of one dip in the late '50s and two others since the level hit –4.0 percent in 2008. In those three post-
2008 cases, quantitative easing has prevented another recession. 

Click image to enlarge.
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This gives way to the debate about whether the Federal Reserve should raise interest rates. We're in a weird
situation now, with interest rates at zero or below on an inflation adjusted basis, and at some point we'll have
to get back to normal. The problem is that an interest rate hike could, in the worst case scenario, trigger
another full-blown recession, and then the Federal Reserve would have very few tools left to combat it. 

This is the kind of situation we currently see in Japan, and are beginning to see as the European Central Bank
has set negative interest rates.

So the question is, in a climate of high valuations, if things start to move, where do you go? 

KW: Our question exactly. We generally like to end our articles with a list of stocks to help readers get started
with their research. Could you oblige us?

MB: I could name some ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) your readers might be interested in researching. 

KW: Shoot.

MB: In healthcare, there's the Vanguard Health Care Index Fund ETF (VHT).

With the decline in energy prices, the Energy Select Sector SPDR® Fund (XLE) has become more attractive.

On that same note, it's worth considering that falling crude prices don't affect everyone in the industry equally.
The refiners  have historically done alright in similar situations, since they actually have to buy the crude, and
the cheaper the better. Income investors might consider MLPs. The Alerian MLP ETF (AMLP), with a 6 percent
dividend yield, is one option in that space. 
Then there's the consumer staples sector, where we favor the Consumer Staples Select Sector SPDR® Fund
(XLP).

KW: Great. Well Michael Ball, on behalf of Kapitall Wire and our readers I want to thank you for talking to us.

MB: Thank you.

 

We've compiled a list of the top two holdings in each of the four ETFs Michael Ball mentioned in our Q&A. Click
on the interactive chart to view data over time. 
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1. Chevron Corporation (CVX, Earnings, Analysts, Financials): Engages in petroleum, chemicals,
mining, power generation, and energy operations worldwide. Market cap at $193.54B, most
recent closing price at $102.38.

As of 12/8/14, Chevron made up 13.42 percent of the  Energy Select Sector SPDR
ETF's (XLE) portfolio weight, the fund's second largest holding at 13,005,001 shares.

 

2. Enterprise Products Partners LP (EPD, Earnings, Analysts, Financials): Provides midstream
energy services to producers and consumers of natural gas, NGLs, crude oil, refined products,
and petrochemicals in North America. Market cap at $64.20B, most recent closing price at
$33.18.

As of 12/9/14, Enterprise Products Partners made up 10.40 percent of the Alerian MLP ETF's (AMLP) portfolio
weight, the fund’s largest holding (source: Alerian).

 

3. Johnson & Johnson  (JNJ, Earnings, Analysts, Financials): Engages in the research and
development, manufacture, and sale of various products in the health care field worldwide.
Market cap at $292.31B, most recent closing price at $104.43.

As of 10/31/14, Johnson & Johnson made up 9.90 percent of the Vanguard Health Care ETF's
(VHT) portfolio weight, the fund's largest holding at 3,937,893 shares.

 

4. The Coca-Cola Company (KO, Earnings, Analysts, Financials): Distributes, and markets
nonalcoholic beverages worldwide. Market cap at $179.19B, most recent closing price at
$40.91.

As of 12/8/14, Coca-Cola Co made up 13.57 percent of the Consumer Staples Select Sector
SPDR ETF's (XLP) portfolio weight, the fund’s second largest holding at 21,436,186 shares.

 

5. Pfizer Inc. (PFE, Earnings, Analysts, Financials): Pfizer Inc., a biopharmaceutical company,
offers prescription medicines for humans and animals worldwide. Market cap at $195.01B,
most recent closing price at $30.95.

As of 10/31/14, Pfizer made up 6.16 percent of the Vanguard Health Care ETF's (VHT) portfolio
weight, the fund’s second largest holding at 8,819,330 shares.

 

6. Procter & Gamble Co. (PG, Earnings, Analysts, Financials): Provides consumer packaged
goods in the United States and internationally. Market cap at $241.97B, most recent closing
price at $89.55.

As of 12/15/14, Procter & Gamble made up 13.62 percent of the Consumer Staples Select
Sector SPDR ETF's (XLP) portfolio weight, the fund’s largest holding at 14,645,799 shares.

 

7. Exxon Mobil Corp (XOM, Earnings, Analysts, Financials): Explores and produces for crude oil
and natural gas. Market cap at $366.71B, most recent closing price at $86.60.

As of 12/8/14, Exxon Mobil made up 17.09 of the Energy Select Sector SPDR ETF's (XLE)
portfolio weight, the fund’s largest holding at 19,299,329 shares.
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(List compiled by David Floyd. ETF holdings data sourced from Morningstar, exception noted. Monthly returns
data sourced from Zacks Investment Research. All other data sourced from Finviz.)

 

Note: The above article is a condensed reconstruction of a conversation held between David Floyd and Michael
Ball in New York City on 12/9/14. It is based on David's notes, which he has reworked to suit the format of an
article on investing strategies. ETF and stock suggestions are meant only as a starting point for investors' own
research. The ETFs mentioned in the article are not a recommendation to buy or sell a specific ETF,
Weatherstone may hold positions in the ETFs mentioned, and investors should do their own research before
buying. Stock suggestions are the result of David's subsequent research into the ETFs listed above and do not
reflect Michael Ball's recommendations.
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Dig Deeper: Access Company Snapshots, Charts, Filings

Chevron Corporation (CVX, Chart, Download SEC Filings)

Enterprise Products Partners LP (EPD, Chart, Download SEC Filings)

Johnson & Johnson (JNJ, Chart, Download SEC Filings)

The Coca-Cola Company (KO, Chart, Download SEC Filings)

Pfizer Inc. (PFE, Chart, Download SEC Filings)

Procter & Gamble Co. (PG, Chart, Download SEC Filings)

Procter & Gamble Co. (XOM, Chart, Download SEC Filings)
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